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Lesson 1 (Prefix  ad)

Wednesday
addict The drug addict needs help to get clean.

address I wrote my address on the application form.

additives This is pure orange juice with no additives.

addle Too many instructions will addle me.

Thursday
adult An adult must accompany you to that film.

adhesive I used a strong adhesive to glue the shelves.

advice I really need your advice about what to do.

advise I honestly don’t know how to advise you.

Monday
admit I admit I told you a lie.

admire I admire your courage and bravery.

adverb An adverb describes verbs, adjectives or other

adverbs e.g. really, badly.

adopt My neighbours are going to adopt a child.

Tuesday
advent I put up an advent calendar before Christmas.

adjourn The court will adjourn until tomorrow.

adlib The actor forgot his lines so he had to adlib.

adjust I had to adjust the safety belt as it felt tight.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 2 (Prefix  ab)

Wednesday
abnormal The monkey’s abnormal behaviour caused alarm

abduct The kidnapper was about to abduct the child.

absurd It is absurd to try to jump that wide stream.

abundance There was an abundance of food at the party.

Thursday
abscond The thief tried to abscond with the jewels.

abolish I think it is time to abolish all homework.

Aborigine The Aborigine culture is very rich.

abominable The kitchen was in an abominable mess.

Monday
above I put my address above the text on the letter.

absent That talented student was absent all week.

abroad He is not at this address as he is gone abroad.

abuse The addict is suffering from drug abuse.

Tuesday
absorb The sponge will absorb all the spilled water.

abide I cannot abide loud music late at night.

about I admit that I was about to make a run for it.

abrupt The absent-minded driver made an abrupt turn
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 3 (Prefix  com)

Wednesday
comma My teacher advised me to put in a comma.

command The adult gave a command to the children.

common Red hair is not common in Italy.

commence A sponge will commence absorbing immediately

Thursday
combat I used a fly swat to combat the flies.

complex It was difficult to complete the complex test.

compact I fitted everything into this compact case.

comprehend Your advice is difficult to comprehend.

Monday
compare Did you compare the adult and child prices?

compete My advice is to compete and give it a shot.

complete Did he complete the adjustment to the motor?

combine The chef began to combine the ingredients.

Tuesday
comfort Your advice was a great comfort to me.

compost Pat put an abundance of compost on the shrub.

comic I brought my comic collection abroad with me.

complain I had to complain about the absurd noises.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 4 (Prefix  con)

Wednesday
consent I got the consent form signed to go swimming.

consist My lunch will consist of a sandwich and a plum.

control The pilot could see the airport control tower.

contest I got consent to compete in the talent contest

Thursday
concise Pat gave me concise instructions to get there.

conflict The conflict went out of control.

content I am happy and content working in the bank.

connect I will connect that wire to this one.

Monday
contact I hope that Jane keeps in contact with us.

consult When I am sick I consult the doctor.

contain Did the small green box contain the necklace?

concert All the children will be singing in the concert.

Tuesday
conduct The teacher is happy with our conduct in class.

confess I confess I am confused about the directions.

contract Pete has a contract with the CD company.

concrete Our stairs is made of concrete.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 5 (Prefix  be)

Wednesday
because Ruth was cross because I broke her best dish.

beside Luke sits beside his best friend every day.

behind I put the address book behind the computer.

beneath The shoal of fish swam beneath the surface.

Thursday
beloved I comforted Pam when her beloved pet died.

behave There is no cause for complaint when I behave

belong I admit this adhesive does not belong to me.

beware Beware of ghosts on Halloween night!

Monday
began The concert began at seven o’clock.

belittle I confess I feel hurt when you belittle me.

below Was my mark above or below eighty?

before I always brush my teeth before going to bed.

Tuesday
begrudge I did not begrudge Tom the money he won.

between Bill thought of a number between one and ten.

become When I grow up I want to become an actor.

betray I will be loyal and never betray you.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 6 (Prefix  un)

Wednesday
unlock I tried to unlock the door with the rusty key.

unable I was unable to compete as my leg was sore.

unaware Pat was unaware there was jam on his chin.

unbutton My fingers were too cold to unbutton my coat.

Thursday
unwise It is unwise to leap before you look.

untrue It is untrue that I begrudge your win.

unwelcome A mouse is an unwelcome guest in our house.

unsure I read the question but I was unsure of the

answer.

Monday
unsafe It is unsafe to walk on thin ice.

unclean Another word for unclean is dirty.

uneven The uneven numbers end with 1,3,5,7,9.

unlucky Pat feels he is unlucky as he never won a prize.

Tuesday
unkind Joe is never unkind and does not belittle Tom.

unfair It is unfair to betray your friends.

unless I will not get paid unless I do the work.

undress We had to undress behind a rock on the beach
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 7 (Prefix  re)

Wednesday
revise I will revise my history for my test next week.

retell I had to retell the story as Pat hadn’t heard it

remind I had to remind Shane to phone Andrew.

renew I will renew my passport before going abroad.

Thursday
replace If Rose retires they will need to replace her.

reply When I receive an e-mail I reply immediately.

recall It is such an uncommon name I cannot recall it.

recover I was unaware you are unwell and I hope you

recover soon.

Monday

rebuild The bridge fell but we will rebuild it.

reverse I will try to reverse the car into the garage.

refill When my juice was gone I asked for a refill.

refresh I took a shower to refresh myself.

Tuesday

repeat Please repeat the question as I did not hear it.

repay Tim loaned me some cash but I will repay him.

receive Bill is sick and is unable to receive his award.

return I will leave home at six and return at half past
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 8 (Prefix  dis)

Wednesday
discuss We will discuss our holiday plans at lunch time.

discharge When will you be discharged from hospital?

distract That music will distract me from my work.

disagree I totally disagree with what you are advising.

Thursday
disappoint I said I will phone and I won’t disappoint you.

disobey Our discipline is good and we do not disobey.

disguise I did not recognize Bob in his disguise.

disease I will not be discharged as my disease is not

cured.

Monday
dislike I like apples but I dislike pears.

dishonest It is dishonest to receive pay for shoddy work

disappear The magician can make the rabbit disappear.

disabled The disabled child got a motorized wheelchair.

Tuesday
discomfort These tight shoes are causing me discomfort.

distress Tom’s accident caused great distress.

discipline Teacher gave us a reward for good discipline.

disapprove I disapprove of people being unkind.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 9 (Prefix  mis)

Wednesday
misprint I noticed a misprint in the newspaper report.

mislay I always mislay my glasses after reading.

mishandle That dog will bark if you mishandle him.

misspell I am trying not to misspell any word.

Thursday
mistake We learn to do better by making a mistake.

mismanage Tom is careful and does not mismanage cash.

mismatch These odd socks are a mismatch.

misplace To mislay or misplace is to forget where I leave

things.

Monday
mischief That little child is full of mischief.

misquote I didn’t say that so do not misquote me please.

mistrust If you are dishonest I will mistrust you.

misjudge Tom is always honest so do not misjudge him.

Tuesday
mistreat I am kind to my dog and I never mistreat him.

misled Our guide misled us and we got lost.

misbehave Mum is disappointed when I misbehave.

misread I misread the message and got the time wrong
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 10 (Prefix  a)

Wednesday
apart I like to take jigsaws apart and remake them.

awake The pupils were wide awake and alert.

aside The sensible girl put money aside for holidays.

ahead After shopping I ran home ahead of Mum.

Thursday
amuse Luke likes to amuse the baby.

ashore The boat came ashore despite the awful storm

around Rex followed the kitten around the garden.

among I will share my sweets among my friends.

Monday
afloat I see the little boat afloat on the river.

above The birds flew up above the tall oak tree.

alike Robert and his twin sister really look alike.

along We like to walk along the edge of the river.

Tuesday
asleep She fell asleep in the comfortable bed.

alive The goldfish did not die yet and he is still alive

alone The old man spends a considerable time alone.

across I will help the old lady across the busy street.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 11 (Prefix  de)

Wednesday
delight When I won the prize I was filled with delight.

debate The students had a debate about homework.

delay I had to delay the party as I had the flu.

detective The detective got information from Dave.

Thursday
desert I saw camels and pyramids on my desert trip.

descend We had to descend the mountain before night.

deserve You worked hard and deserve a good result.

defrost I took the meat from the freezer to defrost it.

Monday
decide I cannot decide which bike to buy.

depart The flight will depart at eight o’clock.

destroy The careless child will destroy her toys.

desire I have a great desire to travel the world.

Tuesday
devour The hungry fox will devour the small hen.

deposit Pat paid a deposit on his new house last week.

decay My teeth will decay if I eat too many sweets.

design The artist drew a Celtic design on the paper.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 12 (Prefix  sub)

Wednesday
suburb Pat lives just outside Dublin in a suburb.

subsist A club would not subsist without members.

subject Music is my favourite subject.

sublet When I went on holidays I sublet my house.

Thursday
submarine The submarine began to submerge into the sea

substitute Our teacher was sick so we had a substitute.

subdue How do you subdue a crying baby?

substandard Tim’s work was substandard and he had to redo

it.

Monday
submerged The sinking ship was submerged under water.

subdivide To subdivide is to divide into smaller parts.

submit We have to submit the project by Friday.

subside The floods began to subside last Saturday.

Tuesday
subscribe I promise to subscribe ten euro to the charity.

subtract If I subtract six from ten I have four left.

subway When I was in New York I travelled by subway

subfloor We put a subfloor under the new carpet.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 13 (Prefix  pro)

Wednesday
programme I watched a good sports programme last night.

protect The mother fox will protect her cubs.

progress I am making great progress with my spellings.

prohibit We prohibit slide tackling during soccer.

Thursday
proceed Proceed to the traffic lights and then go left.

profit I made a profit of twenty euro on my old bike.

propose Did Frank propose to Mary in Paris?

provide Cows provide us with milk for dairy products.

Monday
produce Hens produce eggs for us to eat.

provoke She tries to provoke me with her teasing.

protrude Buck teeth protrude over the bottom lip.

prolong Keeping fit may prolong your life.

Tuesday
protein Meat, milk, cheese and eggs are full of protein

professor The professor gave an interesting lecture.

profound Her sorrow was profound after the accident.

project We enjoyed doing our latest project at school.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 14 (Prefix  pre)

Wednesday
preview We went to a preview of the new movie.

prevent Bad weather may prevent us going to the park.

pretend The little girl likes to pretend to be a princess

predominant The predominant colour in the painting is red.

Thursday
preface The preface introduces a book or a story.

premises We keep the school premises very clean.

preparation I did a lot of preparation for the party.

precise I do not know the precise amount of money in my

purse.

Monday
present I will present the winner with the trophy.

prefer I would prefer an apple to an orange.

precedes The letter A precedes B in the alphabet.

predict I would like to be able to predict the future.

Tuesday
precaution Locking doors is a precaution against thieves.

preheat I preheat the teapot before making tea.

prepare I had to prepare a meal for the visitors.

preserve The fridge helps to preserve perishable foods.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 15 (Prefix  per)

Wednesday
perspire Sally began to perspire in the hot sun.

permanent Sam got a permanent job in the bank.

persuade I will try to persuade Jim to clean his room.

permit Mum will not permit me to stay out late.

Thursday
perimeter Tom put a fence around the garden perimeter.

perplex This crossword will really perplex you.

periscope I saw the submarine’s periscope above water.

percussion Drums and triangles are percussion instruments.

Monday
perfect This pink hat is a perfect match for the dress.

perish I thought I would perish with the cold.

person That tall thin person is very kind and gentle.

perform I have decided to perform in the talent show.

Tuesday
peril Hidden rocks are a peril or danger to ships.

perturb Substandard work will perturb the boss.

perhaps Perhaps I will get an invitation to Tom’s party.

perfume I bought Mum perfume for her birthday.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 16 (Prefix  in)

Wednesday
incurable Some diseases are incurable.

infant The little infant was enjoying her bottle.

inflate Will you help me to inflate the paddling pool?

information I got my project information on the internet.

Thursday
inform Did you inform the teacher that Mary fell?

incorrect The sum is incorrect as I added wrongly.

insect I will study the insect under the microscope.

inspire Sam’s courage will really inspire you.

Monday
insert I will insert the key into the hole.

incomplete The jigsaw is incomplete as a piece is missing.

inhale First inhale or breathe in and then exhale.

inspect The dentist had to inspect my teeth.

Tuesday
incredible I wrote a really incredible ghost story.

income Paul earns a good income at the factory.

increase The balloon began to increase in size as I blew.

inherit Pat will inherit his Dad’s farm.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 17 (Prefix  ex)

Wednesday
excite The good news will excite all the children.

exchange I had to exchange the shoes for the next size.

examination I was delighted with my examination result.

excellent I did an excellent job on my homework.

Thursday
exact What is the exact or precise amount of cash?

exempt I was exempt from homework on my birthday.

exhale When you breathe out you exhale.

exterminate Did Pat exterminate the greenfly on his roses?

Monday
expert Paul is an expert at swimming.

explode The fireworks began to explode.

expand A bird has to expand its wings to fly.

extra You gave me extra chips on my plate.

Tuesday
exceed It is important not to exceed the speed limit.

except Maura works every day except Sunday.

exclude Let Tom join in and don’t exclude him.

exit I saw exit signs over the doors in the cinema.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 18 (Prefix  ob)

Wednesday
oblong Pauline bought a fresh oblong loaf of bread.

object That gold box is a very valuable object.

oblige Could you oblige me by carrying this please?

objective Our team objective is to play a good match.

Thursday
obey We do our best to obey the school rules.

objection Has anyone an objection to the new plan?

oblique I drew an oblique line for the playground slide.

obsessed Tom is obsessed by football.

Monday
obstacle I love to take part in the obstacle race.

obstruct Fallen trees obstruct the road.

obstinate The obstinate donkey would not move.

obsolete That old record player is obsolete now.

Tuesday
observant The observant boy noticed the euro in the bin.

obliterate The falling snow will obliterate the footprints.

obtain If I obtain a homework pass I will be thrilled.

obvious There is an obvious stain on the shirt.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 19 (Prefix  inter)

Wednesday
internal He had internal injuries after the accident.

intercom The boss speaks to the staff on the intercom.

interior I am painting the interior of my house.

interlocked The stags interlocked horns when fighting.

Thursday
interval An interval is the same as an intermission.

invention The computer was a great invention.

invasion There was an invasion of ants in the garden.

invalid The nurse helped the invalid to drink his tea.

Monday
intermission The play had a ten minute intermission.

intertwine As the vine leaves grow they intertwine.

interest I have a very keen interest in music and art.

interview I did an interview for a new position.

Tuesday
interrupt I try not to interrupt others when they speak.

intercept The spy had to intercept enemy messages.

interfere The baby began to interfere with my jigsaw.

intervene The police had to intervene to stop the fight.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 20 (i before e except after c)

Wednesday
shield The warrior had a sword and a shield.

field I saw a new perimeter fence around the field.

achieve We can achieve a good result if we do our best

believe It is hard to believe Tom’s tall stories.

Thursday
receive Did you receive my e-mail on Saturday?

deceive I am telling the truth, I would not deceive you.

receipt I kept the receipt in case the size was small.

ceiling I painted the ceiling of the kitchen.

Monday
pier I saw the fishing boats docked at the pier.

tiers There were four tiers on the wedding cake.

piece I had a big piece of chocolate cake.

priest The priest visited the hospital.

Tuesday
grief She was overcome with grief at the funeral.

relief I heaved a sigh of relief after the test.

brief There was a brief interval at the lecture.

niece My niece is invited to a birthday party.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 21 (Homonyms 1)

Wednesday
made Tim made a good attempt at his homework.

maid The maid was busy washing dishes.

our Our house is on the right hand side.

hour It took an hour to finish raking leaves.

Thursday
blew The referee blew the full time whistle.

blue The sun was shining in a bright blue sky.

sight I need to get my sight checked.

site There was great activity at the building site.

Monday
flower I put the flower in the crystal vase.

flour I mixed flour with eggs to make pancakes.

hear Did you hear the news about the accident?

here Come over here and see my new CD.

Tuesday
hair Pam has curly red hair.

hare The hare ran quickly across the grassy field.

been Have you been here long?

bean I popped open the pod and ate the bean.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 22 (Homonyms 2)

Wednesday
hole I saw a hole for the foundation at the site.

whole Did you eat the whole pizza?

knew I knew all my tables.

new I got a new portable laptop.

Thursday
threw Molly threw the basketball into the net.

through I could not fit through the gap in the fence.

heal It took a long time for the injury to heal.

heel There is a very high heel on those shoes.

Monday
check Did you check what time the match is at?

cheque Tom paid for his new truck by cheque.

fair That was not a fair tackle.

fare The bus fare was two euro.

Tuesday
key I inserted the key into the lock.

quay The boats were moored along the quay.

stationary The car was parked and so it was stationary.

stationery I got the card in the stationery shop.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 23 (Homonyms 3)

Wednesday
ring Kim has an engagement ring on her finger.

wring I had to wring out my wet socks.

cellar The bottles of wine are stored in the cellar.

seller Did you see the fruit seller at the market?

Thursday
pain I have a pain in my left heel.

pane Tom threw the ball through the window pane.

pale Pat is sick and he looks very pale.

pail Jack and Jill went up the hill to fetch a pail of

water.

Monday
wait I had to wait ten minutes for the train.

weight The bananas are sold by weight.

foul There was a foul smell from the stink bomb.

fowl Chickens, ducks and geese are all fowl.

Tuesday
guest We have a guest arriving for dinner today.

guessed I just guessed the answer to the puzzle.

pray Tom began to pray after lighting a candle.

prey The hawk swooped down to catch its prey.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 24 (Some Troublesome Words 1)

Wednesday
cocoa I like a cup of cocoa before I go to bed.

drought Drought was the cause of the dreadful famine.

theatre I went to the new theatre to see the concert.

ocean I saw the sun setting on the Atlantic ocean.

Thursday
stomach Pat was suffering from internal stomach pains.

during I bought sweets during the intermission.

pour Did you pour the coffee into the cups yet?

shoulder I put my shoulder to the wheel and got the job

done.

Monday
Wednesday WE Do Not Eat Sweets DAY.

yacht The yacht was moored at the quay.

rhythm I used the drum to beat out the rhythm.

aunt My aunt is very generous to me.

Tuesday
soldier The soldier is fighting behind enemy lines.

does Does Mary ever share her crayons?

buoy I saw a buoy bobbing up and down in the sea.

villain The villain was caught stealing jewellery.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday
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Lesson 25 (Some Troublesome Words 2)

Wednesday
biscuit Pat enjoyed the chocolate biscuit.

queue There was a queue at the fruit seller’s stall.

bargain I got this ipod at a bargain price.

captain The captain of the ship was very brave.

Thursday
diary I got a new diary in January.

accommodatio

n

We are looking for holiday accommodation.

sergeant The army sergeant gave good example.

enthusiasm We were full of enthusiasm for the new plan.

Monday
though We will go for a walk even though it is cloudy.

although Although the sun is shining now it is cold.

thought I thought of a good way to fix this problem.

through I put the thread through the eye of a needle.

Tuesday
bought She bought theatre tickets online.

brought I brought an apple to school today.

rough This material has a rough texture.

enough I have enough juice for now thank you.
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Spelling Time Record Sheet
(Use the look, trace, cover, write and check method for each spelling and sentence)

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday


